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	Flash 8 Cookbook, 9780596102401 (0596102402), O'Reilly, 2006
This practical, nuts-and-bolts toolkit puts theory into practice with ready-made answers to common Flash development questions. It's the perfect resource for Flash developers, as well as designers who are ready to start doing development work.

Flash 8 Cookbook offers quick look-up (and cross-referenced) recipes in four main categories:
	
    Creating Flash Content

    
	
    Building Interactive Flash Interfaces

    
	
    Adding Multimedia and Data

    
	
    Planning Flash Projects

    


Using O'Reilly's popular Problem/Solution/Discussion Cookbook format, this book offers 280 standalone recipes that include a brief explanation of how and why the solution works, so you can adapt it to similar situations you may run across in the future. For people who say, "I understand everything in theory, but I don't know where to start in practice," this book offers ready-to-use answers to real-world problems.
 		
Joey Lott is the author of ActionScript Cookbook (O'Reilly) and co-author of Flash MX 2004 ActionScript Bible (Wiley). He's a leading speaker and consultant in the Flash development community.
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A Cell Biologist's Guide to Modeling and BioinformaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
A step-by-step guide to using computational tools to solve problems in cell biology
Combining expert discussion with examples that can be reproduced by the reader, this text introduces an array of informatics tools that are available for analyzing biological data and modeling cellular processes. You learn to fully leverage public databases and...


		

Excel 2010: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Excel, the world's most popular spreadsheet program, has the muscle to analyze heaps of data. Beyond basic number-crunching, Excel 2010 has many impressive features that are hard to find, much less master -- especially from online help pages. This Missing Manual clearly explains how everything works with a unique and witty style...



		

Data-Intensive Text Processing with MapReduceMorgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010

	Our world is being revolutionized by data-driven methods: access to large amounts of data has generated new insights and opened exciting new opportunities in commerce, science, and computing applications. Processing the enormous quantities of data necessary for these advances requires large clusters, making distributed computing paradigms...





	

Joomla! 1.6: A User's Guide: Building a Successful Joomla! Powered Website (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Joomla is an open source content management system (CMS) that anyone can download for free (see forge.joomla.org/sf/go/projects.joomla/frs). This makes it an ideal choice for small businesses. Don’t let the price tag fool you, though; Joomla is powerful and robust, and more big organizations are choosing to use open source software...


		

From Bash to Z Shell: Conquering the Command LineApress, 2004

	A shell is a sophisticated way to control your computer—Unix, Linux, Microsoft Windows,
	Mac OS X, and others. If you do more than the most basic operations, you can do many of them
	more powerfully and quickly with a shell and your keyboard than by using a mouse.


	The history of shells goes back some 30 years. In the early...


		

Successful Time Management: Learn to Priortise; Minimise Paperwork; Maximise Performance (Sunday Times Creating Success)Kogan Page, 2010

	
		In business, the increasing pressure to achieve makes time management a vital skill.  It is necessary to be able to work efficiently and effectively to ensure that one’s desired results are achieved - both in one’s job, and in one’s career.

	
		Successful Time Management contains tips and...
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